
Best seller  solid wood shoe cabinet  with mirror and the inside cabinet with one layer storage shelf
Features:
Five mirror door shoe cabinet with back board; Save space with 5 shoe shelf storage cabinet ;
1 layesr ABS shoe rack;particle board with melamine outside , inside paper;

   

Production Name
Best seller  solid wood shoe cabinet  with mirror and the inside cabinet with one layer storage
shelf

Brand Goodlife

Item No. GLS17017

Product size W63*D20*H170cm

Colors Solid wood color and customize color is available.

Function For home shoe organizing and storage. Living room and hallway

Material

*MDF board panel
*Outside with Melamine and inside with paper of panel
*Seal with PVC ending
*3MM mirror with MDF
*ABS shoe rack

Details
Five mirror door shoe cabinet with back board; Save space with 5 shoe shelf storage cabinet ;
1 layesr ABS shoe rack;particle board with melamine outside , inside paper;

Package size
69.00*41.50*19.50 cm
174.00*23.00*13.00cm

Package
KD packing, 1piece per one cartons,
Poly foam protecting, strong master carton.

Carton CBM
0.108m³
149.5*28*12.5 cm=0.052m³

N.W./G.W. 35kgs/37kgs

20GP 243 pieces 40HQ
           

608pieces
MOQ 200 pieces

                                   

     

     

     

Our Business services:
1. Your inquiry related to our products or prices will be replied in 12hours in working date. 
2. Experience sales answer your inquiry and give you related business service.
3. OEM&ODM are welcome, we have over 10 years’ experience working with OEM project.
4. We are looking for the sales exclusive of our ODM wooden mirror jewelry cabinet.
5. Sales exclusive agent sales right have been protect.
Package information:
1. Forming polyfoam for the post package
2. 6-side strong polyfoam are used for safe package during transportation.
3. Assembled kit and User Manual are available for each cabinet.
Production lead time
1. 25~50 days after received deposit.
2. Normal on production line production lead time is 15days after received deposit.




